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Fold up bed frame single

Flat bed frame FB235 - Flat bed - Width 80cm - Price: SGD $180.00 FB235 - Flat bed - Width 90cm - Price: SGD $200.00 When opened: Width-80/90cm, Length-195cm, Bed height-35cm When folded: Length-97cm, Height-80/90cm, Width-13cm Weight: 15kg Maximum load: 150kg The
bed can be completely folded in half to maintain. Flat bed frame Bed frames are built from a light metal frame. It also serves as an extra bed for your home, whenever you find the need to use them. We have numerous clients, complaining of difficulties in finding a reasonably smaller bed that
can fit their rooms, usually smaller corners. Some of them live in neighborhoods, others in new recent condos that have smaller room space. The most important thing is that everyone agrees not to compromise on the comfort of a good bed. Most are looking for a strong bed structure, which
is small enough to fit their small rooms. Our newly designed flatbed frame is a good substitute for these categories. It also comes with a mattress (though optional). We have seen many elderly customers prefer a floor without mattress. According to them, the plan gives better support and
comfort to their entire bone structure, eliminating numerous back problems. How to order - There are 2 options: 1) Visit our store - Call us first to make an appointment - All cash and transport base 2) Pay cash on delivery - Call us on the phone +(65) 6372 1581 - We will give you our mobile
number - Send us the following information: - Product No., Your name, mobile number, delivery address - preferred delivery date &amp; time - for residential location, add $15 for delivery, (for the above product)- For CBD and city location, add $20 for delivery - Reserved zone - to
recommend - Delivery day: Monday to Friday only, times: 10am - 5pm - 5pm - For delivery from 5pm to 7pm - Additional costs of $10 Click on a question to reveal the answer. I would like to buy this single metal folding bed. Can it be foldable along with the mattress? Any specific mattresses
to use or introduce? Question of: Roy on January 25, 2011 9:53:57hi there, there is only one mattress that might be able to bend with this frame. the mattress is mattress boiled to the loto. Answer to: January 25, 2011 9:53:57 pmhow tall is this bed after unfolding? Question from: micheal on
May 29, 2011 19:34:28hi there, it would be about 30 cm high :)He is careful to: 29 May 2011 19:34:28Hello, What are the EXACT dimensions of this bed frame, that is, how long and how wide is it? Please don't say around or our room where the bed would go is very small, so we need
EXACT sizes to be able to determine whether it will fit or not. As a general comment, it would be helpful (and avoid many questions) if I could simply list the size of the beds and frames of the royal beds (not just which mattresses fit) in the Descriptions. Thank you, JohnQuestion by: John on
July 24, 2011 at 6:21:06 pmHi, you can click on other views below the main image to see the size. Answer: 24 Jul 2011 18:21:06Is it possible to withdraw independently? what will be the different price? Question of: Kenny on September 16, 2010 01:11:12hi there, can you self-challenge but
the price will still be the same :)Sognito to: September 16, 2010 01:11:12 If this will be able to fit a room 195 cm by 195 cm? when it's fully open? Question by: jeanette on July 21, 2011 14:57:42Hi, yes, will fit the space 195cm x 195cm. Answer: 21 Jul 2011 14:57:42what is the width after it
has been bent? Question by: Iris on February 15, 2012 15:05:09hi there, the whole size is illustrated on the miniature imagesWered at: 15 Feb 2012 15:05:09Hi, I am interested in the Metal Folded Bed. Do you have it in super single? Question from: As on August 31, 2014 16:09:00Hi How,
This article is only available in single format. - Team FortyTwoAnswered at: 1 Sep 2014 09:03:00Hi when will it be replenished? Question by: Christine Ng on July 30, 2015 09:24:00Hi Christine, Thank you for your interest in our products. For the single metal folding bed, you can click the
Notify me option once the product is back in stock. Once we have been informed by the manufacturers/suppliers, we will send you an email. Have a nice day ahead! Greetings, Team FortyTwoAnswered at: 30 Jul 2015 09:42:00What is the height of the bed from the ground. Tks.Question
by: hweelee Lim on August 15, 2015 17:38:00Hi Hweelee, Thank you for your interest in our products. You can reference the image for size. Greetings, Team FortyTwoAnswered a: 15 Aug 2015 17:39:00 Advisory On The Use of UVC Sterilisers In The Home[UVC STERILIZERS]UltravioletC radiation (UVC) has wavelengths of 100nm - 280nm and is in the spectrum of solar radiation to which we are rarely exposed, because the ozone layer in the stratosphere prevents UVC rays from reaching the earth's surface. Ultraviolet germicide irradiation (UVGI) is a disinfection method
that uses UVC. This method of disinfection has been applied in the disinfection of surfaces and in the sanitization of drinking water. UVC sterilizers using UVGI have been applied in healthcare and research. The effectiveness of UVGI against a number of microbes has been demonstrated in
numerous studies. 1-2[Challenges in using UVGI]UV disinfection has a short delivery time (less than 30 minutes) and leaves no chemical residue behind after treatment. However, the following factors should be considered at the time of its application, both as a fixed installation and as a
portable system:1. There must be a line of sight from the UVC source to the surface to be disinfected so that the is effective. Darkened high touch points may be lost. For example, the surfaces of door handles, dumbbells, or toilet flushes that are not directly in the line of sight disinfected.2.
The effectiveness of UVGI in the inactivation of microorganisms depends on the duration of exposure, intensity, distance of the surface from the source and wavelength of UV radiation. Careful calibration and monitoring is therefore necessary. [Is UVC safe?] UVC presents potential health
risks such as eye injuries (e.g. irritation and inflammation of the cornea) and skin lesions (e.g. erythema). The World Health Organization (WHO) has advised that UV sterilizers should not be used to disinfect hands or any other part of the skin.3 Chronic UV radiation exception can also
speed up the skin aging process and increase the risk of skin cancer. Care must be taken to ensure that the irradiated space is not occupied during UVGI and that measures are taken to prevent accidental exposure. 4-5UV products must be kept out of the reach of children. [Advisory] Since
UVC radiation can cause eye injuries (e.g. irritation and inflammation of the cornea) and skin lesions (e.g. erythema), nea does not recommend domestic use of such products. Other alternative disinfection methods are available. Please refer to NEA's list of active ingredients and household
cleaning and disinfectant products for disinfection of the COVID-19 virus. Please visit: Category X
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